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1. Introduction
A couple of decades ago people were talking about driverless cars and virtual reality to
take shape in the near future. There were also talks about hover boards to become popular in the latter half of the 2010s. Well, if you take a look at the world around, you will find
that there are a few driverless cars doing its rounds, especially in California. The hover
boards also have become popular in many of the stores. This leaves us with the question
as to what is the fate of virtual reality.
Virtual Reality is rapidly gaining a lot of popularity all over the globe. Many are still not
aware as to what VR is and what does it offer to me as a common man. There’s a lot that
needs to be put into the minds of the people about virtual reality. Well, virtual reality for a
common man is a technology that allows a person to make use of a head mounted the
display to virtually experience another place. The virtual reality technology is really kicking
off and it has taken the world by storm. With the popularity of virtual reality at its peak
now, there are many people who are now using the VR headset to get a chance to view
the world around them in a totally different way. The virtual reality technology will lead a
person in a virtual world through the headset. The key to seeing the virtual world better is
in buying the best quality headsets.
This eBook will provide you with loads of information about what virtual reality means
and how it works in detail. It will also provide you with insights about the popular uses of
virtual reality. The book also talks about the VR headsets and the amazing features that it
offers. It will provide you with the necessary guidance in buying the best suited VR headset and also provide you with details of the different types of VR headsets.
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2. All About VR Technology

2.1 What is virtual reality?
Virtual reality has many definitions, but the most common answer for what virtual reality
means is given below.
The virtual reality makes use of virtual reality headsets to see a virtual environment and
it will bring out realistic images, sounds, and other things to make you feel as if you are
living in a virtual reality world. If you have the virtual reality headset placed in front of your
eyes, you will be able to scan through the entire virtual world and get to see high-quality
images in front of you. They are placed in front of your eyes and are worn like you wear the
regular goggles. There will be a large screen or two screens in front of your eyes through
which you will get a view of the virtual world. In order to explain virtual reality in simple
terms, imagine you are listening to an instrument with your eyes closed. You will get so
immersed in the sound of the instrument after some time that you will start to think about
it or dream about it. The virtual reality provides you with the experience of seeing a world
that does not really exist or one that you cannot see with your naked eye.
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2.2 Why virtual reality is important?
The beauty of virtual reality and the experience that one gets has to be experienced to
believe. It cannot be described in words. They will stay in your mind once you wear the
headset and see the virtual world unfolds in front of your eyes. You will feel as if you are
part of the virtual world and become actively involved in this new world that is totally
different from the world that you are living in today. The VR world is not the one that you
experience when watching a movie or playing games on your computer. This computer
controlled world is a unique and different one that will make you stay as long as you can
in the world.

Once you wear the VR headset you will find yourself immersed in a virtual world and will
not know what is happening around you. The people watching you with the headset on
will just see you smiling at something or having a focused expression. Many who have
used the VR technology feels that it has already made a huge chance in the world. Those
who have not yet tried using the VR technology feel that it will not change the world. The
best way to describe the virtual reality is to experience it by oneself.
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Some of the facts about the virtual reality technology are:
•
The virtual reality technology and its headset are not designed to watch 3D movies
and to play games. It is a full-bodied technology that will take time to make the world sit
up and notice it.
•
If you thought that augmented reality and virtual reality are one and the same, then
you are wrong. The augmented reality is a technology that has a layer over the real world.
It will just enhance the perception of the person using it. Virtual reality does not keep you
in the real world and will take you to a virtual world.

2.3 How does VR technology work?
It is important to note that you will only be able to enjoy the effects of the virtual reality
technology if you are using the best VR headset. Most of the VR devices on offer in the
market will be having a similar look and form, the difference is in the way the images captured on the headset are shown in your eyes. The images that you see on the VR headset
screen will vary according to the type of headset used and the quality of the product.
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There needs to be some sort of an input to connect to the virtual world. This can be done
through the voice, track pads, head tracking or controllers. No matter you are connected
to the gaming app or you are watching a movie, the VR headset will turn the virtual reality
that you see in front of your eyes look real. You will feel immersed in the world. The headsets are known as the head mounted displays or HMD. The technology is far advanced
these days that just by placing your Smartphone in front of the face you will get immersed
into the virtual world.

The video from the computer or the smart phone or the console is sent to the VR headset
through the HDMI cable. The headsets will move the feeds that it receives from the console or computer to the LCD single screen or twin screens of the headset. You will also
find the lens to be placed on the headset between the eyes and the pixels. The lenses
seen in the VR headset will adjust the picture to create a 3D image from the 2D image that
it receives. The high-end VR headsets will offer the full 360-degree display and thereby
your field of view will be increased. The picture that you see on the LCD display screens
will be ranging from 60 frames per second to 90 frames per second, depending on the
headset quality.
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Please click on this link http://www.vrprovision.com/how-virtual-reality-works/to get more
information about how virtual reality works.

2.4 Uses of VR
Though we are aware of the computer technology called virtual reality, we are not completely aware of the uses of virtual reality. We all know that we use virtual reality in gaming, but there are many other uses for this technology. There are different fields benefitted
by virtual reality like business, engineering, entertainment, medicine, manufacturing, etc.
Virtual reality is used to produce new models, develop interaction and communication
and for creating different training methods. Here are some of the important uses of virtual reality.

•

For entertainment

Virtual reality headsets are widely used for gaming purpose. There are different gaming
oriented headsets available such as head set by PlayStation, Vive from HTC, and Hololens
from Microsoft, and Oculus Rift from Facebook, etc. Apart from games, virtual reality is
8
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used in entertainments such as virtual theme parks, interactive virtual museums, galleries etc. 3D display platforms, CAVE systems, augmented reality systems and simulators
are used for entertainment purpose. With different VR apps, users can feel that the images and sound effects are surrounding them while watching movies or playing games.
•

In architecture

Virtual reality has become an important tool for architects in creating designs and construction of buildings. Space can be viewed in 3 dimensions using this technique. Images
generated using computer reduces the time for creating or reworking the design.
•

In business

Businesses can use virtual reality for conducting interviews or meetings in virtual conference rooms or can find the functionality and safety of new products without causing
any risk to the health of the people. Virtual reality can make marketing of business more
effective by making them more immersed in advertisements. Products viewed in virtual
reality can provide the potential buyers better
•

In healthcare

It is possible to find any health anomalies easily and accurately with virtual reality. Scans
can be viewed in detail for accurate diagnosis. VR is also useful in providing the training
effectively to the health care people. Doctors will be able to practice the procedures beforehand with the help of this technology. Apart from these uses, they are also used in
various clinical therapies for anxiety management, pain management etc.
•

In education and training

Virtual reality can provide the environment for developing the skills of learners in different
fields. They are helpful in providing military training, space training, medical training, pilot
training, etc. the learners will be provided with different situations which make them more
skilled and ready to face different challenges. Cognitive learning can be made faster and
effective with virtual reality.
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•

For shopping

Purchasing items from online shops will get revolutionized by virtual reality apps. The
buyer can have a virtual tour of the store and shop instead of going through the catalogs
to find the items needed. This will give real time shopping experience to the buyers.

•

In manufacturing

Creating designs and virtual prototypes in different manufacturing sectors are made easy
with the introduction of VR apps. The virtual prototype allows easy inspection of the items
before the actual production.
•

Live music

Viewing live music can be made more enjoyable with virtual reality. It is possible for the
music lovers to attend virtual concerts. Music videos can be made more powerful, intense with VR technology.
To know more about virtual reality and its types, please check out this link http://www.
vrprovision.com/different-types-of-virtual-reality/.
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3. More About VR Headsets
There is nothing you can do about virtual reality if you do not have the right kind of headset to experience the virtual reality world in 3D effect. You will be able to interact and
also feel the simulated environments using good quality headsets. It will help in turning
the real world of the user into a virtual reality world that is captured from the 360-degree
camera. There are two types of HR headsets that are on offer in the market. The high-end
VR headset can be connected to a top performing PC to gain access to the content and
it also will include ear plugs to receive the 3D and stereo sound. The other version of the
VR headset is an affordable one that is designed to hold the user’s Smartphone to display
the VR content.

3.1 Why VR headsets are popular?
There is always an obsession and interest among the humans to try and use the latest
innovative technologies that are introduced to the world. The VR headset technology is
gaining great interests all over the world. It is going to change the shape and the look of
every industry right from the military to the entertainment, education, gaming, healthcare,
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and business. It is going to be the talk of the town in the near future and the use of virtual
reality technology is no more limited to movies alone. It is slowly, but surely gaining its
popularity among all industries.
The fact that the VR headsets have become more accessible these days shows that the
VR technology has amazing reach among the technology fanatics spread all over the
world. The VR headset can now integrate with the Smartphone of the user and hence it
has become very accessible. There are headsets that are sold at very low prices. As the
dead for the VR headsets is increasing, the prices of the headsets are decreasing. The
people are having the capacity to buy new VR headsets and enjoy the virtual 3D world. It
is not just a wearable device that can turn games and movie into 3D. Get to know more
about the types of VR headsets and their features by checking out this link http://www.
vrprovision.com/category/vr-headset-reviews/.
The virtual reality technology has touched many lives and has improved them for the better. It has made life a bit easier for many people and the level of improvement is seen in
many individuals who have made use of this technology. The immersion of the senses
into the virtual reality world is what is done by the VR technology and headset and this
has benefited a lot of people. All important senses of the body are stimulated by the VR
technology. The virtual reality is the right platform that will give people the chance to learn
many new things and even complex things without any hassles. All improbable and impossible tasks are made simpler.

3.2 What to look for in VR headsets?
There are a few things that are related to virtual reality headsets or the head mounted
displays. If you are looking to buy a VR headset, then you will need to know what certain
terms associated with the unit are making a good purchase.
•

Rotational tracking

This is an important feature of any head mounted display. As you move your head, the VR
headset must be able to track the movement of the head. It should be tracing the path
where your vision and head is going. The motion sensors are employed in the VR headsets to track the rotation of your head.
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•

Room scale tracking

All the moves that you make in the fixed space will be tracked by this feature. With this
feature in place, you will be able to move, jump, crawl and carry out any activity that you
like in the fixed space without disturbing the immersion. By using the feature, you get the
option moving around in the fixed place any way you like.
•

Positional tracking

The rotation tracking is a process that will only sense the direction in which you are looking. With the VR headset having the positional tracking along with the rotational tracking,
the movement of your head will be tracked in the virtual reality space. So, either you kneel
down or jump, the positional tracking will be able to track every move you make.
•

Field of view

Your field of view with the naked eye is 220 degrees. This kind of viewing degree is reduced when you are wearing the HMD as you will only be seeing things in a limited or
fixed space. There are many high-end head mounted displays that offer a field of view of
about 90 degrees and the standard one offers 60 degrees field of view.
•

Frames per second

The frames per second (FPS) is the refresh rate of the screen on the HMD. The most common type is the 60 frames per second option wherein a frame will refresh every 60 seconds. It is very important that the VR headset offers a steady FPS. If the fps is low, then
you will feel a lag when you are playing games or watching movies on VR headsets. Using
a device that offers 60 fps is very good for immersion and the high-end VR headsets are
capable of offering 90 fps.
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4. Buying VR Headsets
You might be looking to lay your hands on the best virtual reality headset to get the most
out of VR technology, but you do not know where and how to start. Well, the following are
some of the questions that you should ask before you make the purchase of your first
VR headset. There were plenty of virtual reality headsets released by leading manufacturers last year and it was the year of VR. Major players like HTC Vive, Sony PlayStation
VR headsets, Oculus Rift, Samsung Gear VR as well as a lot of low-end VR headsets have
flooded the market. This adds to the confusion on what to choose and what would be
ideal for your use. Read more to know how to make an informed decision when choosing
VR headgears.

4.1 Things to ponder on before buying VR headsets
•

Mobile or tethered headsets

The leading manufacturers of VR headsets offer tethered headsets that can be connected
to the gaming console or the personal computer. These headsets are costly ones as they
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include plenty of options like motion lenses, sensors and custom-made display screens.
They would also need high-end computer hardware components to sync and work properly. If you are looking at playing high-end 3D games, then you can opt for the tethered VR
headsets.
The mobile VR headsets are VR cases where you will be able to fit your smart phones.
The main feature about these headsets is that they have lenses and hence are lightweight
and less expensive. These headsets can be used anywhere you want as they offer only
Smartphone compatibility and are wireless. The mobile VR headset is an ideal option for
anyone who is a casual gaming enthusiast and loves to watch 3D movies, and panoramic
photos.
•

Affordability

The VR headsets are offered in a wide range of prices that can suit the budget of every VR
enthusiast. They would cost from a few hundreds to thousands of dollars depending on
the type of headset and the features that you opt for in the headset. The mobile headsets
will be less expensive than the tethered VR headsets.
•

Weight of the headset

There is no doubt that the lighter the VR headset is the better and comfortable it is to
wear. If you are using the headset for a long time, then there are chances for you to feel
tired and heavy with the headset on. The straps and the shapes of the headset also need
to be considered when looking for the headset. There are some headsets that will balance
the weight on both sides in equal fashion so that you do not feel it being so heavy. Using
very lightweight headsets can also lead to problems like flimsiness. It is better to wear
and see how the headset feels and look on you before you make the final decision.
•

The field of view

The field of view is a very important aspect to consider when choosing the headset. The
size of the picture that you see unfold in front of the eyes is the field of view. If you have
a very narrow field of view you will not feel like you get fully immersed into the environment. It is a good option to try buying headsets that offer the maximum wide field of view
15
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so that you get immersed into the virtual environment. The best headsets are those that
offer a field of view between 90 and 120 degrees.
•

PC or smart phone meets the hardware requirements

The latest and most advanced smart phones and the PCs are the best options to try out
the VR technology. It is very important to check out the hardware of your PC or the Smartphone before buying the VR headset. The processor, the graphics card, the RAM, etc.,
needs to be of high quality and faster ones with added space in order to offer lag free VR
viewing.

4.2 VR headsets buying guide
There is no specific VR headset that is suitable for a person. There are plenty of headsets
on offer in the market today. The VR headsets are divided into three classes, namely the
cheap, the middle range and the high end ones. The following are some of the things that
you need to keep in mind when you are buying the VR headset.
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•

The design of the VR headset

The4 simplest form of the VR headset is made using a sheet of cardboard and a pair of
magnifying lenses. You can use your smart phone as the screen to view the virtual reality. If you are opting for the mid-ranged headsets, then you will get additional options like
tracking sensors, screens and focus wheels. The high-end VR headset models do not
support the use of smart phone and can be only connected to a game console or a highend PC. Some of the features on offer in the high-end devices are best quality graphic,
sound, high-resolution LCD screens and motion tracking sensors.

•

Controllers

The cheap versions of the VR headset will be coming out with an input option. There will
be a space that allows you to tap on the Smartphone screen. If there are buttons on the
headset, then they can be used to press the screen. There are more controllers to offer in
the mid-range VR headsets. Some of the input options on offer are pressing, taping, and
swinging. The high-end models offer plenty of motion controllers as well. This is what
sets the high-end VR headsets from the other types of headsets. All that are played in
17
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front of your eyes will be in high-quality 3D.
•

Price of the headsets

The cheap headsets come with very minimal features and can be bought at $10 to $15
for basic models. If you are looking to customize the headset and add a few materials in
it, then the VR headsets will be offered in the price range of $20 to $30. If you are looking
for a durable and effective VR headset with straps to wrap around your head, the midsized headsets will be coming at $75 to $125. Leading manufacturers like Samsung, LG
and other brands have their VR headsets on sale in the international market. The high-end
headsets really cost a lot of money. They range in the price range of $550 to $1200, depending on the brand and the kind of features that are on offer.
•

Storing options

As the VR headsets are portable, people would like to take the unit wherever they go.
Hence, the device has to be compact and should offer easy to store options. The cheap
Google Cardboard VR headset is then the sot portable headset that you will find in the
market. It can be easily folded into a stackable box. The mid-range headsets are easily
portable as well, but not all these headsets are portable. Some of them come with twisted
headset cables. The major advantage that you get when using the high-end VR headsets
is that the user can easily move through the space. The main problem is that the headset
has to be connected to a high-end PC or gaming console and this cannot be carried with
you wherever you go.
In order to know the latest about virtual reality, you need to click on this link http://www.
vrprovision.com/latest-virtual-reality/.
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5. Conclusion

It was the internet that our parent felt proud of in their heydays. It changed the way they
saw the world. We now love every bit that high end smart phones are offering us. The next
generation will be playing with virtual reality. There is no doubt that the future belongs to
virtual reality and our kids will be surrounded by this technology. The virtual reality will
provide them with better learning environments and in home they will be using VR technology to get themselves entertained. All the things will be influenced by virtual reality in
one way or the other in the near future. The virtual reality will not only be limited to video
games and movie making. It will extend far and wide and to all kinds of uses in almost all
fields.
There is no way the popularity of virtual reality is going to diminish. As the demand for
virtual reality increases, there will be a lot more virtual reality headsets making its way into
the world. There would be a time when the high end VR headsets would be offered for the
price of the low-end VR headsets that are on sale now.
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